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Don�t leave them out in the cold.

Hard times make giving difficult, but
this year, many less fortunate NewYorkers
face devastating crises. You can help.

DONATETODAY:
WWW.METCOUNCIL.ORG
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The Kupferberg Holocaust 
Resource Center at

Queensborough Community 
College takes aim at 
prejudice and hate

Gabe Kahn reports on pages 8-11

The Harriet and Kenneth Kupferberg Holocaust Resource Center Internship
Program teaches today’s youth how not to repeat the past by pairing Holocaust
survivors with students. (Right, above): Survivor Ethel Katz explains to QCC 
student Michael John Pidsosny how bigotry and hate can lead to the horrors of
a Hitler youth (right, bottom).
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By GABE KAHN

One of the central questions
asked by society in general
and Jews in particular is,

what will happen when there are no
more Holocaust survivors? Who will
tell their story?

Being able to answer that question
is one of the chief goals of the new
Harriet and Kenneth Kupferberg
Holocaust Resource Center at
Queensborough Community College
(QCC). 

On Oct. 18, Dr. Arthur Flug, exec-
utive director of the Resource Center,
along with members of the
Kupferberg family and others
involved in its creation, cut the rib-
bon on the new, state-of-the-art
Holocaust facility. Unlike the previ-

ous quarters, in a QCC basement,
this building stands out. 

“We know that these are important
lessons that cannot be taught in a
basement,” Dr. Eduardo Marti, presi-
dent of QCC, said in his speech to the
many supporters in attendance.
“They deserve a prominent place. A
place that, through its beauty and
prominent location, tells all who
come through our gates that this is a
priority in our educational offerings.”

It’s obvious upon entering the
main exhibit that the Center was not

considered an afterthought by the
college. The 9,000-square-foot
structure — made out of glass, steel,
brick and Jerusalem stone — is
located near the entrance of the cam-
pus, making an already noticeable
building even more easily found.
The Center consists of a memorial
wall at the entrance listing names of
family members of the local com-
munity killed during the Holocaust.
Nearby is a wall of heroes listing the
names of people who helped local
survivors. 

The multimedia aspect of the cen-
ter is particularly breathtaking. A
long set of screens showing a time-
line of the years before World War II
in Europe seamlessly meshes text
with video of the times. The images,
together with the information passed
along from the timeline, are so rivet-
ing that it’s difficult not to return for
a second or even third viewing. On
the ground is a video screen symbol-
ically describing the perspective of
Jews who attempted to escape the

Nazis by hiding in attics and forests.
All around there are interactive
screens that depict life before and
after the Holocaust, horrifying
accounts from survivors in the com-
munity, a newsreel and a selection of
Kupferberg Center interns who dis-
cuss the impact the survivors have
had on their own lives (see “Nobody
came to warn me,” page 9). 

Flug explained that when he was
in the beginning stages of designing
the building he said, “My goal is to
have happen, when someone says,
‘I’m going to the Holocaust Center,’
the response should be, ‘Washington
D.C. or Bayside?’” Lofty as that goal
was, one could certainly argue that
he succeeded. 

Approximately 500 guests
attended the ceremonies in

monsoon-like conditions, though,
as Allan Dobrin, executive vice
chancellor of CUNY, noted in his
speech, “Many of the people in this
audience have been through much
worse.” Numerous people affiliated
with the project, from members of
the Kupferberg family to the staff to

survivors to local government offi-
cials as well as Asaf Shariv, consul
general of Israel in New York,
spoke during the proceedings. 

Serving as executive director for
the past six years, Flug, who was
celebrating his 70th birthday that
day, said that he is often asked to
speak at various synagogues,
churches, mosques and political
organizations about Holocaust edu-
cation. Invariably, he says, the per-
son introducing him raises his
hands or pounds the podium and
exclaims, “Never again!” 

“Whenever I hear that I want to
jump out of my seat and grab him
and start shaking him and say,
‘Never again! is not enough.’ Just
saying never again means, ‘Never

again, I’ll sit down, have a cup of
coffee and I can go home.’ ”
Instead, Flug says that the oft-
repeated mantra must have a differ-
ent meaning.

“Never again! means there has to
be a next step. And the next step that
we have taken here is to make all the
suffering, the combined suffering of
the people who were victims of the
Holocaust, we turn that into a
dynamic program where when you
study the Holocaust in our Center,
you come out and you are prepared
to work against hate crimes in our
community.

“A week ago, a 48-year-old man
went out at night to buy a pack of
cigarettes, and he was stopped by
two other men, who found out he
was gay, they beat him, he went into
a coma and he is surviving that
coma. But is that any different from
the Nazis rounding up gays in
Germany, having them wear pink tri-
angles to show who they are and
sending them into concentration
camps?”

Echoing his words was QCC’s
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continued on page 10

(Above) The new Harriet and Kenneth
Kupferberg Holocaust Resource Center
(HKHC) at Queensborough Community

College (QCC).
(Left, l-r): Owen Bernstein, Anne Morse

and Dr. Eduardo Marti, QCC president, at
the ribbon cutting. (Back row): David
Weprin, councilman; Dr. Arthur Flug,

HKHC executive director; Helen 
Marshall, Queens Borough President;

Mark Kupferberg; Dr. Sandra Delson; and
Ashley Morales, HKHC intern. (Right):
Hannah Deutsch, Holocaust survivor;
Marti; Ethel Katz, survivor; and Flug.

New Holocaust Resource Center provides an in-depth continuing education 

The crowd of approximately 500 people at the dedication was peppered with war
veterans and Holocaust survivors.

‘Never again!
means when 
you study the 

Holocaust in our 
Center, you come
out and you are

prepared to work
against hate
crimes in our 
community.’

‘This building is not a museum or a memorial. It is a laboratory that provides our students 
with the tools that are necessary to combat prejudice and hate crimes.’



The world would be a better
place if the attempted extermi-

nation during the Holocaust had
only been a one-of-a-kind phenom-
enon, wholly unique with no possi-
ble comparisons. Sadly, that is not
the case. 

Though there was only one true
Holocaust, it is not the only exam-
ple of genocide or ethnic cleansing.
Neither is it only a
part of the past, as
massacres around
the world have
bloodied the map
and proved to the
world that what
happened to the
Jews in Europe dur-
ing  World War II
was not an isolated
incident. 

The Harriet and
Kenneth Kupferberg Holocaust
Resource Center at Queensborough
Community College (QCC) opened
the doors to its new building with
the primary goal of teaching stu-
dents about the Holocaust. Not to be
lost, however, is that the Center will
display other atrocities that have
occurred or are still occurring,
including massacres in the Ukraine,
Cambodia, Bosnia, Rwanda and
Armenia.

“What we’re trying to do is show
our students that there is a need to
understand the root causes of preju-
dice and this facility is designed to
be that laboratory,” says Dr.
Eduardo Marti, QCC president.
“That’s why the main exhibit is the
exhibit of the Holocaust, but then
we have exhibits on the Armenian
genocide, the Ukrainian genocide,

the Nanjing genocide
and we want to make
a tie between the fact
that the root cause of
the Second World
War is still happen-
ing in the world.”

Among the horri-
fying events that are
displayed in the
Center is the Nanjing
Massacre, otherwise
known as the Rape

of Nanjing. Over a six-week period
during the winter of 1937-1938,
over 400,000 Chinese people were
murdered in the most gruesome
ways and over 20,000 women were
raped by the invading Japanese
army in the city of Nanjing. One of
the displays unveiled during the
opening weekend was a set of nine
large carving knives, which, upon
closer inspection, reflect the faces of
the Japanese army officials most

responsible for the car-
nage. The display was
designed by the Chinese
artist Zhang Qikai.

Sam Chen, who runs a
local printing shop, is
involved in the Alliance in
Memory of the Victims of the
Nanjing Massacre organization,
founded in 1991. He became
involved in the Holocaust Resource
Center because he and others
involved believed that the Nanjing
Massacre, though significant, was
not receiving the attention it
deserved outside the Chinese 

community. 
“Before, people heard about it but

it was like it was a distance away,
like it was history,” Chen  says.
“Not only did it happen at that time,
but it’s still happening in a lot of dif-

ferent areas, and if people look at
the whole world as a unit, [they will
realize] it can happen anywhere. If
we recall what was happening and
we refresh our memory, this is not
history, this is still happening and
people should know that.”

Dr. Arthur Flug, executive
director of the Holocaust

Resource Center, says that
the exhibits depicting
other acts of genocide
serve a very real purpose
at QCC.

“The reason we did it
was because on campus

we have close to 140 differ-
ent nationalities and we didn’t

want them to feel that we’re just
dedicating what we do to the
Holocaust. We wanted to say that
what we’re doing is applicable to
all. … I think for each of them,
something registers and it gives
them time to think.”

Marti says that what happened at

Sabrina Winns says that she
joined the internship program at

the Harriet and Kenneth
Kupferberg Holocaust Resource
Center of Queensborough
Community College so she’d be
able to talk to a survivor and find
out “how did they keep themselves
alive? Because many people would
just break down.”

Samantha Goodwin joined
because she believes that it’s
important “to learn about other
races so you can understand people
better and then maybe racism and
prejudice will diminish and go
away.”

Hoping to one day become a his-
tory professor specializing in mili-
tary or World War II history, Jeff
Park says that the internship pro-
gram is a good example of
“expanding my horizons from what
the basic textbooks would teach,
and you can always better your
skills communicating with different
people during that one-on-one
interaction.”

There are many reasons to join
the QCC internship program.
Maybe the best reason of all
comes from Stephen Berger, a
Holocaust survivor:

“We live in a very dangerous
world today. And if you don’t learn
the past history, you don’t learn
anything. The book of Isaiah told us
‘to see the future, you must look
back.’ The wisdom of 2,000 years
ago is still good today.”

Berger’s own history is riveting,
and even with a thick Hungarian
accent, his command of English-lan-
guage storytelling makes the hour he
speaks seem like 15 minutes. 

The small town he grew up in
was not taken by the Nazis until
1944, and Berger, his mother and
younger sister (his father died
before the war) got on the very first
cattle car they saw to escape the ter-
rible conditions in the brickyard
where they were being held. Their
train, initially bound for Poland,
backtracked and headed for
Austria, one of the many times in
his story that Berger exclaims, “I
was lucky. I was really lucky and
luck was with me all the time,” a
seemingly impossible claim for
someone in his position. 

Upon arriving in Vienna, an SS
officer needed a mechanic and
Berger, a brash 16-year-old who
had studied engineering in high
school and worked at a bicycle

shop, volunteered. However, he
refused to leave without his mother
and sister. The officer initially
appeared to raise his pistol, but see-
ing that Berger was adamant he
eventually relented and allowed the
three of them to go to the factory
where they all worked until the end
of the war. Upon hearing gunshots
approaching the city and fearing
that the Nazis would try to kill the
remainder of the Jews before the
Allies arrived, the Bergers fled to
the basement of a local apartment
building where they hid with the
residents. A German officer was
killed by Russian soldiers before he
had the opportunity to check the
papers of those in the basement,
saving Berger and his family one
more time. 

Now in its fifth year, the intern-
ship program consists of 12

students who are taught the back-
ground to the Holocaust and ques-
tioning techniques for interviewing
survivors. Each intern is then paired

with a different survivor and con-
ducts one-on-one interviews.  

The executive director of the
Holocaust Resource Center, Dr.
Arthur Flug, runs the program and
says that it was created as a teach-
ing method. 

“I can get up and tell them all
about the Holocaust and the facts
and the interpretations that I have,

but there’s nothing like having a
person who was there tell it,” he
says. “When I used to be a history
teacher and taught the American
Revolution, can you imagine what I
could have done if George
Washington and Paul Revere were
there to talk about it?”

Having been involved with the
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continued on page 11
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‘Nobody came to warn me; that’s why I’m coming into their classroom’

‘How could they just be brainwashed
so easily and do what they did?’

—Zaydie Luciano, intern

Ethel Katz, the sole survivor of her 
family in Poland, with Kupferberg 

Center Holocaust intern
Michael John Pidsosny.

A Holocaust center that addresses ‘human’ suffering

‘All humans
suffer the

same thing,
so why don’t

we join 
together 

to fight it?’

(Below): Sam Chen explains the 
meaning of an exhibit unveiled on Oct.
18 at the Kupferberg Holocaust Center
depicting the nine Japanese generals
most responsible for the Nanjing 
Massacre in China. (Left): Images of
each of the generals are reflected on
carving knives representing the 
overwhelming carnage.



Marti: “Our students will leave our
college knowing how to ensure that
prejudice is not tolerated in any form
and that this is the understanding for
the basis of a civilized society.”

An important note that Marti seeks
to clarify is the description of the
Center. “This building is not a muse-
um. It is not a memorial. It is a labo-
ratory. It is a laboratory that provides
our students with the tools that are
necessary to combat prejudice and
hate crimes. We provide historical
context based on the lessons of the
Holocaust that teach us that the very
essence of the Holocaust is preju-
dice, that ability to dehumanize a
group of people just because they
were different. Here we teach our
students to speak out.”

Ethel Katz, a survivor from a
Polish village and a volunteer at the
Center, spoke movingly about her
terrifying and heart-wrenching expe-
riences during the Holocaust. Katz
was left for dead when her six living
family members (her mother died
from an illness before the war) were
killed by the Nazis. Her village was
later liberated by the Russians, giv-
ing her time to recuperate and bury
the bodies of her family before the
Nazis returned. 

Her initial good fortune at finding
a false wall in an attic to hide in melt-
ed away when the Germans occupied
the house two days later. Trapped in
the attic for four weeks, she had only
10 pieces of bread, allowing herself
to eat just an ounce of bread a day.
The worst torture she said, though,
was not having any water.
Eventually she snuck into the house
and found water, and later crawled
out of the house when the village
was again liberated by the Russians.
She couldn’t walk or talk and it took

her a year to be able to stand upright. 
“I remember my father speaking

after we had survived an attack. He
said, ‘Who will tell the world of our
despair?’ Daddy, I am doing it, the
survivors are doing it,” Katz says,
adding, “The students of the

Kupferberg Holocaust Center are
speaking out and telling the world of
our dark days.”

Representing the country that rose
from the ashes of the Holocaust,
Shariv said that the work accom-
plished at the Holocaust Center is
bigger than just a Jewish matter.
“You look at the ignorance around
the world, the fact that there’s no tol-
erance. I want to quote Elie Wiesel.
He said, ‘There might be times when
we are powerless to prevent injus-
tice. But there must never be a time
when we fail to protest.’ With each
testimony in your archives, we will
protest and we will never fail to
remember.”

One interesting note is that the
Holocaust Center is entirely support-
ed by private funds. As QCC is a
public institution, Marti said that he
has trouble using taxpayer money to
build the Center, as he believes that
public money should provide “basic
educational services. … But I think
something is missing when we just
provide basic educational services.
So what we call supplemental educa-
tional services. ... And the combina-
tion of the public/private partnership
that we have is what enables us to
provide what I believe is a rounded
education for our students.”

To that end, those involved with
the center are quick to point out that

they are only halfway toward their
endowment goal of raising $5 mil-
lion for the program. The opening of
the Center marks the beginning of
the public phase of its fundraising. 

Katz, along with all the other sur-
vivors, understands the importance
of the Center as much as anyone.
After all she went through, she is
overjoyed to be involved in the
process.

“We are doing sacred work. When
the survivors transfer their history to
the students …  [the students] will
tell their children and their children’s
children. … We must enlighten, edu-
cate, explain, make them understand
what prejudice does, what hatred
leads to. They must see the results of
hatred; they must work for a better
world. 

“It should never happen again. We
must open the eyes to those who are
blind to the truth. The Holocaust
happened and we must preserve the
memory of it.”

To learn more about the
Kupferberg Holocaust Center visit
www.qcc.cuny.edu/khrca or call
718.631.6646.
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(Right) A visitor admires a Torah 
rescued from the Nazis on display at the

Kupferberg Holocaust Center. (Below):
Even monsoon-like conditions didn’t 

`deter people from coming to the
Center’s dedication and viewing the

exhibits for the first time.

The Night of Broken Glass,
Kristallnacht, Nov. 8-9, 1938,

when the skies literally rained glass
as the Nazis went on a rampage
destroying synagogues and shops
owned by Jews throughout
Germany, will be commemorated
in many local communities. A par-
tial listing of events follows. Check
with your synagogue or Jewish
Community Center for more
Kristallnacht 71st anniversary
remembrances. 

Nov. 8

KUPFERBERG HOLOCAUST
RESOURCE CENTER

The first Queens borough-wide
Kristallnacht concert will be held at the
new Harriet and Kenneth Kupferberg
Holocaust Resource Center at
Queensborough Community College.
Cantor Moti Fuchs, the MOTYL
Chamber Ensemble and the Student
Choir of Temple Beth Shalom of

Roslyn will perform music that was
composed by victims of the
Holocaust in concentration camps.

Fuchs, cantor of the Hillcrest
Jewish Center, will present a med-
ley of Yiddish songs that were pop-
ular prior to the Holocaust, and
MOTYL, a chamber music group
comprised of Julliard School of
Music graduates, will perform com-
positions from the Theireisenstadt
concentration camp. The Student
Choir will perform modern songs of
the Holocaust. 

Queens Borough President
Helen Marshall will be in atten-
dance. Galen Kirkland, New York
State commisioner of the Division
of Human Rights, and Rabbi
Fabian Schonfeld will be recog-
nized for their human rights work. 

The concert will take place at
1 p.m., at the QCC Student
Union. 

For more information, call
718.281.5591.

TEMPLE OR ELOHIM
Louis Bell and his nephew,

Robert Bielski, will share personal
recollections of their family’s par-
ticipation in the events depicted in
the film Defiance. The Bielski
Partisans was a group formed by
four brothers — Tuvia, Alexander,
Asael and Aron — to resist the
Nazi occupiers of the area of
Poland now called Belarus. The
event takes place at 7 p.m. 

For more information, call
516.433.9888, ext. 10.

CONGREGATION 
MACHANE CHODOSH

A Kristallnacht remembrance
service, featuring Rabbi Paysach
Krohn as keynote speaker, will also
commemorate the 10th anniversary
of the Holocaust Remembrance
Corners. 

The event takes place at 7:30

Future
continued from page 8

KRISTALLNACHT REMEMBERED

continued on next page



Holocaust Resource Center for the
past 20 years, Berger stresses that it
is imperative to teach the students
about what happened in the past to
prevent future atrocities. He gives
the example of Britain, France and
the League of Nations staying quiet
after World War I when Adolf
Hitler came to power and, despite
sanctions in Germany preventing
them from doing so, rebuilding his
army.

“They had the power to stop him
and were quiet. Nobody said noth-
ing while Hitler rearmed. And they
could have prevented World War II,
55 million dead.

“And what we see today, now we
have the United Nations instead of
the League of Nations and they
have put sanctions on Iran over its
nuclear program, but Iran says,
‘The hell with you.’ And what does
the U.N. do? They are quiet. And
what do the biggest, strongest
nations do today? They are negoti-

ating for eight years already while
Iran is building its nuclear arms. It’s
very similar. Different players but
the same scenario.” 

According to Flug, one of the
unexpected benefits from the pro-
gram is that many of the students
have developed relationships with
the survivors. 

“One called me and said, ‘I want
to take her out to dinner.’ One said,
‘I’m sending her flowers,’ ” Flug
says. “They all are moved by what
they hear and some of them have
even said, ‘I’m going to make it my
responsibility that my kids will
know about this when the survivors
are gone.’ ”

Also unexpectedly, none of the
students from this and last semester
are Jewish. 

“It’s a sign of success, in that
people are interested in what
they’re beginning to hear about this

internship and what they come
through. The fact that they walk
through this Holocaust Center and
they see something dynamic, some-
thing alive,” Flug says. He adds that
one of the exhibits in the resource
center, an interactive screen with
students talking about their experi-
ences with survivors, was not ini-
tially in the plans. “It wasn’t until
we began hearing the responses that
we said let’s make this into an

exhibit. We were going to say, ‘OK,
we’ll keep these interviews avail-
able and we can read them from
time to time,’ but then we heard the
students talking about it and they
developed an amazing eloquence

and we took this and we said, ‘Now
we’re going to do a story about
this.’ ”

Zaydie Luciano wants to under-
stand how it was actually possible
for the Holocaust to take place,
“How that can actually happen
with such a large amount of people,
how could they just be brain-
washed so easily and do what they
did?” Ivorine Johnson, who inter-
viewed a survivor last semester,
wants to “delve deeper, to find out
exactly how they got along as they
did. Because most of them were

children, babies at the time, to sur-
vive such an ordeal.”

The reasons for joining the
internship are many and there’s no
telling what exactly they will get
out of the program. Berger says he
tells his students that even if they
forget everything else, they should
remember this: “The next genera-
tion of victims are always those
who neglect to study and heed his-
tory. Nobody came into my class-
room to warn me. I wish they would
have. That’s why I’m coming into
their classroom.” —Gabe Kahn

Nobody
continued from page 9

Visitors to the Harriet and Kenneth
Kupferberg Holocaust Resource Center

use an interactive video and watch
Holocaust survivors recount their 

experiences.

‘How did they [survive]? Most of them
were children, babies at the time, to

survive such an ordeal.’
—Ivorine Johnson, intern

Nanjing cuts to the core of what
they are trying to teach the students
at QCC: that everyone, regardless of
race, religion, sexual orientation or
anything else has a right to exist.

“Nanjing clearly was a massacre.
It wasn’t a genocide or a holocaust,
and it’s not the Holocaust. There’s
only one Holocaust,” he says. “But
it’s really an example of what can
happen when you have that unbri-
dled prejudice. The only way it
could happen was because the sol-
diers came in and didn’t believe the
Chinese people who lived there
were worthy of living.”

Indeed, simply having all the
exhibits together in the Holocaust

Center is bringing the different cul-
tures together and serving as a place
for them to learn about each other.
That act alone could bring different
people together and potentially halt
the prejudice that can grow and lead
to genocide. 

Chen says that the Center has
helped to get the word out on the
Nanjing Massacre to more than just
the Chinese. 

“Most Chinese work in their
community only, they don’t really
work with different ethnic groups as
much as they should be,” he says.
“By joining this, I think we can
bring the people together. Last time
we had an exhibit, we brought a lot
of Chinese people in, but also a lot
of non-Chinese came, too, and this
is the way we build up the commu-
nication. All humans suffer the
same thing, so why don’t we join
together to fight it?” 

—Gabe Kahn

Suffering
continued from page 9
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p.m. at 67-29 108th Street, Forest
Hills. Admission is free. 

For details, call 718.793.5656 or
visit www.machanechodosh.org.

Nov. 9

BELLMORE JEWISH CENTER
Chris Nicola, one of the first

Americans to explore Ukraine’s
“Gypsum Giants” cave system,

will speak at 7:30 p.m. Nicola, a
spelunker, found habitation rem-
nants of the 38 Jews who survived
the Nazi occupation by living in
the caves for up to two years.
Nicola will present a slide show
and introduce a survivor who will
discuss his experiences. 

The event takes place at 2550
South Center Avenue, Bellmore.
Pre-registration required; call
516.221.2056.

continued form previous page




